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El breve capı´tulo IV compara las tres concepciones expuestas y sirve como
recapitulacio´n. En la conclusio´n, despue´s de haber marcado las diferencias que
impiden ‘‘hablar de una manera unitaria del nu´mero,’’ J. P. Belna insiste en que
hay una esencia filoso´fica del nu´mero que se divide en dos aspectos irreductibles
entre si: discreto y continuo. En cuanto a la libertad o necesidad que preside la
creacio´n matema´tica, su opinio´n es que hay una cierta arbitrariedad en la eleccio´n
de una teorı´a aritme´tica, pero tambie´n una necesidad en su desarollo, que conduce
a nu´meros que tienen las mismas propiedades. El ape´ndice contiene una traduccio´n
al france´s del prefacio y la introduccio´n de los Grundgesetze de Frege.
El texto tiene el me´rito de mantener, una frente a la otra, tres concepciones
originales de lo que son los nu´meros reales y los naturales, de ‘‘conjunto’’ u otras
nociones similares, del infinito y de la tarea del matema´tico, lo que permite destacar
las peculiaridades de cada una. Una limitacio´n del libro, relacionada estrechamente
con sus aciertos, es que en algunos pasajes el lector es llevado constantemente de
un texto a otro, lo que dificulta la lectura. Es importante destacar que J. P. Belna
se apoya en todo momento en textos ya publicados o comentados por otro autor.
La conclusio´n es muy pobre pues se limita, sin ninguna argumentacio´n, a sen˜alar
la distincio´n entre continuo y discreto como epistemolo´gicamente crucial. No se
trata de una obra introductoria, sino de un libro dirigido a quienes tienen ya alguna
familiaridad con las teorı´as de los tres matema´ticos examinados.
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Between Mechanics and Architecture is the result of an attempt to promote
interdisciplinary cooperation by a number of contributors from the 19th Interna-
tional Congress of the History of Sciences, held in Saragossa in 1993. Among
various themes that appear throughout this book, the relation between the
science and art of architecture gets most attention. Prominent in this story are
mathematicians, engineers, architects, mechanics, and military engineers. All of
the tasks that they are faced with may be put under one objective: to build.
This book is, therefore, an account of those subjects and the relation they
formed in particular circumstances. A question which arises naturally in such a
context is whether architecture is a science or an art; it is as old as the formation
of the profession, in the modern sense at least. Often brought up in relation
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to the technology of architecture or the science of construction, it has been
mostly discussed by historians of architecture or even of art. Historians of science
and mathematics will thus find a real treat here.
The first essay, that of Franco Laner, deals with a possible explanation of
the technology used on ‘‘Nuraghi’’—the domed stone constructions, found all
over Sardinia, which are a testimony to the building technology of the island
during the period between 1600 and 600 B.C. The author examines the way they
were built and proposes the use of an imaginary inclined plane incorporated
into the edifice itself. Relying heavily on the theory of Mircea Eliade [1] on
the sacred and profane within the rites of construction, the author then goes
on to propose that for archaic man, the act of construction was sacred. Repetitious
cycles of birth and rebirth are thus explained in the context of this historical
story on the uses of helices.
From ancient Sardinia we move to ancient Greece to see how uses of certain
materials will encourage not only investigations into the ways they are built into
the edifices, but also the whole technology of the building site. Giorgio Gullini
argues that social changes, the beginning of Greek democracy and the birth of the
polis, coincide with changes in architecture and also with the development of the
concept of three-dimensional space.
Robert Halleux and Anne Catherine Berne`s write about architectural formulas
in recipes and manuscripts of master masons from antiquity to the early Middle
Ages. They divide their work into two parts; one dealing generally with the methods
of transmission and dissemination of the geometrical knowledge held by craftsmen
and artisans of the period, the other dealing with the texts themselves.
This collection of essays is arranged chronologically, and from the Middle Ages,
we follow the development of early Renaissance thought. Pier Daniele Napolitani’s
essay deals with one of the most popular theories of geometry, the theory of
proportion, which is at the heart of the concept that mathematics is the language
of nature. The author looks into how this theory and its models were used in varied
contexts in physics. One of these is the first mathematical law of mechanics, balance
equilibrium—a particularly illuminating example concerns the mechanical theory
of Francesco Maurolico (1494–1575).
Paolo Freguglia examines the hypothesis that research into linear perspective,
as an artistic tool, influenced the development of an architectural language of
communication, looking at the works of Girard Desargues, Brook Taylor, J. H.
Lambert, and J.-V. Poncelet. This highly interesting paper gives us a long-awaited
approach in which particular aspects of a technique are compared: the golden thread
of Desargues’s theorem is followed up to the work of Peano, von Staudt, and Hilbert.
Salvatore Di Pasquale discusses Galileo’s ideas about the strength of materials
and Descartes’s criticism which followed. The author summarizes further research
on the theme by putting at the center of interest the question of the difference
between the art and science of construction.
Christina Pesiullesi and Marta Rapallini focus on the equilibrium of thin arches,
surfaces, hanging veils, and velaria (used to analyze the static behavior of an optimal
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masonry barrel vault with no-tension masonry). Somewhat lacking a conclusion,
the essay may, however, be an interesting read for an architect with a considerable
knowledge of mathematics. A rare bird, I’m afraid.
The editor, Patricia Radelet-de-Grave, discusses Bernoulli’s work on the introduc-
tion of the infinitely small in the calculus of vaults. This extremely well-written and
presented essay explains the development of the subject and, more importantly,
deals with the philosophical questions of the relations between science and its appli-
cations.
The theme of the essay by Diarmuid O´ Mathu´na is an erroneous attempt by Jacob
II Bernoulli at generalizing the oscillations of the elastic rod to two dimensions.
A large amount of work has been done in the theory of architecture in which
the structure and nature of mathematics are taken as a model for the language of
architecture. As we learn in the next article by Jean Dhombres, there is another
face to the metaphor: the structure of mathematics may be looked upon as one
which borrows characteristics from architecture.
Joe¨l Sakarovitch tell us about the practice of stereotomy during the transition
period—when the descriptive geometry of Monge (1746–1818) started to be taught
at the E´cole Polytechnique, instead of the methods of stone workers. The author
suggests that knowledge of stereotomy (stone-cutting) was important not only for
communication among builders, but also as an emerging force in the process of
defining professions and crafts in this period.
The essay of Massimo Corradi deals with the history of the model of semifluids
which would replace the otherwise hard-to-define structure of the earth in terms
of slopes, investigations into which brought solutions to problems faced by engineers
and architects in fortification design. This abstraction of a very practical problem
would play an important role in the theory of elasticity.
‘‘Between Science and Art of an Engineer,’’ by Antoine Picon, takes us to the
question of the history of science in modern times, where intellectual and cultural
history has been playing an important role.
Angiola Maria Sassi Perino introduces us to the history of the problems of the
stability of a vault under its own weight and the theory of the oblique arch.
Antonio Becchi gives an interesting account of the development of the theory
of elasticity. The relation between elasticity and fluid dynamics is especially closely
looked at, being an impetus to the development of continuum mechanics. A logical
sequel to this article, ‘‘The Theory of Elasticity between Molecular and Continuum
Approach in the XIXth Century,’’ by Federico Foce, tells us more about how
different methodological approaches may influence the conclusion of scientific en-
quiry.
Rossana Tazzioli gives an inviting summary of the work of Gabriel Lame´, concen-
trating on his cooperation with Clapeyron (1799–1864) in the application of geomet-
rical and graphical solutions to a range of problems—from methods of statics to
the art of war.
Karl-Eugen Kurrer shows us again how the introduction of new materials in the
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nineteenth century, such as reinforced concrete and iron, meant a revolution not
only in the way architecture could be done, but also in the way it could be conceived.
This book contributes to our understanding of the use of technology in architec-
ture and of the interrelations between architecture, technology, science in general,
and mathematics in particular. Its main theme is the relations between technology
and theory which converge from the two sides of architecture—technique and
science. Given that, most of the essays follow logically; they are stories of various
examples which enlarge upon the concept of these relations and represent, within
their own historical framework, many possible interactions between the science
and technology of architecture.
Historians of science are, undoubtedly, the main public for this book, then histori-
ans of mathematics interested in the application of mathematical concepts to archi-
tecture and engineering. True, this book has some problems. An index of names
is provided, but not an index of concepts, which is somewhat unfortunate as this
limits the readership to academics and leaves out practitioners; it is also a shame
that it has so many misprints. A point to be taken, probably on the good side of
this work, but nevertheless again limiting its public, lies in fact that this collection
of essays has contributions written in English and in French. For some of these
reasons, the text will not be an easy read for a practicing architect (somebody
please prove me wrong). Books like those of Cecil D. Elliott [2] and Mario Salvadori
[3] and some other popular reads are much less detailed and, in the long run, less
purposeful. I would think, however, that they are more widely available and easier
to read than this one.
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